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In this first issue of CPI Insights, we explain the logic behind the CPI score and illustrate it with an application to U.S. 
restaurants.  In future issues, which we plan to release every week or two, we will apply CPI to companies and sectors of 
note and report observations from our data file of 20,000 global tickers. 

Total shareholder return, or TSR has become an important board-room metric, with over half the firms in 

the S&P500 using it to determine incentive pay, up from fewer than one in five a decade ago.  Yet TSR is a 

deeply flawed statistic: 

1. It overrates weak companies that merely recovered from depressed valuations 

2. It unfairly demotes elite firms that have slipped, even slightly, or that failed to live up to exuberant 
expectations. 

3. It’s distorted by leverage.  Even if two firms perform the same, the one with more debt and less equity 
produces a higher TSR on the upside and lower one on the downside.  The more leveraged TSR is riskier, less 
predictable, not as sustainable, and cannot be fairly compared with TSRs of less leveraged firms. 

4. TSR is typically computed as the return earned by a shareholder who held the stock throughout a period, 
ignoring the returns earned by those who entered or exited the stock during the period.  It is the return for a 
shareholder, but not for the shareholders, plural.  But management should take care of all.  

5. TSR is a point-to-point indicator.  It’s based on stock price changes over a given interval, which is a little like 
judging climate change by taking the temperature on two days separated by three years. 

6. TSR is silent about how managers can make better decisions.  It is a way to keep score, not a formula to help 
managers win the game. 

Enter CPI, for the Corporate Performance Index.  It is a four-pronged test that accurately sums up the 

totality of corporate performance from a shareholder point of view in a composite percentile score. 

 CPI is strongly correlated to TSR rankings for about 60% of public companies.  In the main it tends to add 
weight and credibility to the TSR rating while revealing the performance factors that are determining it.  

 40% of the time, though, CPI provides a different and usually far more accurate verdict of how well a 
company is doing. 

That’s because CPI does things TSR doesn’t. 

1. It considers a company’s accumulated track record and general standing among its peers.  It’s not just a 
transient point-to-point measure. 

2. CPI also follows how well the business is performing.  It looks though debt/equity blends to examine how 
effectively managers are allocating and managing all the capital placed at their disposal. 

3. It is balanced, considering an array of indicators concerning corporate performance and investor confidence. 

4. It is informative, revealing the underlying factors that determine TSR, and which are for the most part much 
more directly under management’s control, even by line of business. 

CPI considers four key ratios in developing a single summary score, which are: 

CPI, for corporate performance index, is a summary score of financial excellence that rates a company against its 
industry peers on a percentile scale.  It tends to confirm a company’s TSR rank when the rank is right, challenges 
TSR when it is wrong, and explains the factors that are determining TSR in any case. 

Free CPI reports on 20,000 global tickers are available at http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress 
 

http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress
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CPI is a Balanced Scorecard of Key Financial Indicators 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. MVA Margin, a measure of wealth creation: this is the firm’s total market value premium to its book 

capital, stated per unit of sales (we call the valuation premium MVA, for market value added).  The bigger 

the ratio, the more wealth and franchise value have been created for the size of the company.   
 

2. EVA Margin, a measure of profitability: this is the firm’s economic profit, or EVA, expressed as a profit 

margin ratio to sales (standing for economic value added, EVA is the profit remaining after deducting a full 

weighted-average cost-of-capital interest charge on the firm’s debt and equity capital, and after repairing 

accounting distortions that run counter to business logic1).  EVA Margin consolidates price power, operating 

efficiency, and the quality of asset management into a net score of business model productivity. 
 

3. Trend EVA Momentum, a measure of the rate of profitable growth: computed by dividing the slope of a 

regression line run through the past four years of EVA by the average of sales in the first three years.  It is a 

reading of true profit progress over the full cost of capital. 
 

4. Buy-Side Consensus Momentum, a measure of strategic position: this is the long-run trend EVA growth rate 

that investors have factored into the firm’s share price. 

There’s an important linkage among the four CPI metrics. 

                                                           

 

1 For example, with EVA, R&D and advertising spending are written off over time, generally over 3-5 years, and the cost of capital is applied as a 

charge to the unamortized balance.  EVA thus does not look better if management cuts the spending to make a near term earnings goal, and nor 

does it suffer if management steps up the spending for strategic opportunities.  Managers are given the time needed to make investments in 

innovation and customer connections pay off.  Impairment charges are added back, so that they have no effect on EVA.  Restructuring charges, too, 

are added back to earnings and to capital.  EVA thus rewards companies that restructure promptly and efficiently.  EVA also is measured assuming 

excess cash is paid out, that leased assets are owned, that taxes are smoothed at a normal rate, and that the true pension cost is the service cost, 

for example.  The result is a better, steadier and more comparable measure of true economic profit.    
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 MVA measures the owner’s wealth.  It’s the difference between the money put into a business and the value coming 
out of it.  Said another way, MVA is franchise value.  It’s the value of the business above the resources put into it. 

 TSR comes from increasing MVA.  It is simply the rate of wealth creation, per unit of value.   

 MVA, in turn, comes from EVA.  It is mathematically equal to the present value of the EVA profits the market forecasts 
a firm will earn.  A firm with no EVA prospects will trade at or close to book, and one with positive EVA prospects will 
trade at an increasing premium depending on the forecast growth rate in EVA.  

 This means that increasing EVA is the real key to creating wealth and driving TSR, which makes it an ideal tool to 
manage a business and make better decisions.  It is also an ideal compensation metric.   

CPI distills EVA and MVA into an index of financial excellence.  It assigns the highest scores to firms that, compared 

to peers, have achieved the best records of profitable growth, that are presiding over the most valuable and profitable 

business franchises, and that investors believe are strategically best positioned to continue robust growth above the 

cost of capital for years to come. 

Firms like those are truly excellent, no matter what their recent TSR may be, and firms with low or declining CPI 

scores are really in trouble, even if TSR happens to look good.  Let’s look at the Sonic Corporation as a case study. 

The top chart plots: 

 Sonic’s overall market value, or enterprise 

value, net of excess cash, as the gray bar 

 The total capital tied up in its business 

assets, again net of excess cash, and net 

of trade funding, as the blue bar. 

It’s the spread the counts.  That’s MVA, the 

market value added to the firm’s capital, a 

measure of aggregate owner wealth and 

franchise value.  

It is plotted as the blue bar on the lower 

chart.  It plunged in 2007, but starting in 2012 

it registered a sharp rebound before levelling 

off and cooling to a current $1.3 billion value. 

The EVA profits, net of the cost of capital, 

are plotted as the red line on the right scale.  

 Note that MVA has generally danced to 

the EVA music.  Since MVA is the present 

value of expected EVA, changes in EVA 

tend to be mirrored as changes in MVA. 

 The rebound in MVA over the past five 

years, for example, can be traced to the 

surge in EVA to what is now Sonic’s highest 

level ever, over $60 million in economic 

profits. 

Sonic’s CPI – from weighting the percentile 

scores for the four-key metrics-- is currently 70 

on a 100-point scale compared to all 48 public 

US restaurant chains with at least 3 years of data. 

MVA (blue bar) surges 
since 2007, in line 
with EVA (red line) 
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As is shown in the upper-right summary table below, Sonic’s CPI score is function of the four key ratios: 

1. EVA Margin is a whopping 10.1%, 87th percentile vs. its restaurant peers (for reference, the S&P500 median EVA 
Margin is typically 2.5%, the 75th percentile is 6%, and the 90th percentile is 12%)  

2. MVA is $2.14 per each $1 of sales, a 79th percentile wealth premium vs. peers 

3. Trend EVA Momentum of 1.67%, i.e., Sonic’s EVA increased at the average rate of 1.67% of sales per year over the 
past three years, a 92nd percentile accomplishment (S&P500 norms are 0.4% Momentum a year for the median firm, 
1.5% for the 75th, and 3-4% or the 90th) 

4. The long-run EVA growth implied by the company’s current stock price is the one blemish.  Investors are projecting 
that Sonics’ EVA will deteriorate at the rate of .14% of sales per year, or just 6th percentile; Put another way, 94% of 
restaurant stocks are believed to have brighter growth prospects. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The lower-left report section presents Sonic’s 1, 3, and 5 year TSR and the corresponding percentile rank versus 

peers.  Sonic’s 3-year TSR averaged 14.6% a year, a 75th percentile rank.  The lower-right chart plots the 3-yearTSR rank 

left-to-right and the current CPI score north-south.  Sonic plots right along the diagonal.  Its EVA/CPI score confirms its 

relative TSR rank among industry peers, and as important, explains it.  Sonic’s upper quartile TSR is unsurprising in light 

of the firm’s outstanding profitability, impressive growth trend, and the massive amount of shareholder wealth and 

franchise value it has created. 

 

 

 

 

CPI is 70, up from 7 
four years ago 

 

The four key EVA/MVA ratio 
metrics determine the CPI score 

Sonic’s CPI score of 70 is closely aligned 
with its 3-year TSR rank of 75 
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The CPI analysis also pinpoints the one notable weak spot, the worrisome fact that investors believe that Sonic’s EVA 

has peaked, and will soon come under intense competitive pressure.  Only 9 of 48 restaurants are priced for a 

deterioration in EVA, and only 2 of those are judged to have worse prospects than Sonic. That statistic should keep the 

board awake at night despite the firm’s favorable TSR and CPI rating. 

The chart at right plots the US restaurant 

peer group on the CPI vs. TSR grid.   It is evident 

that CPI and TSR are generally quite strongly 

aligned in the sector—37 of 48 firms, or 77%, fall 

within lower-left to upper-right band where the 

two are in general agreement.  As was said, CPI 

does tend to confirm TSR.  Boards indeed can 

reward managers for increasing EVA with 

confidence that will end up aligning pay with 

performance.  

The grid also reveals outliers where CPI and 

TSR disagree.  The one noted is Dunkin’ Brands 

Group (DNKN), which plots along the top rail, 

deep in the blue zone, which is the territory 

containing the stocks which CPI rates much 

more favorably than TSR.  DNKN is the highest 

CPI-rated company in the industry, and yet its 3-

year TSR rank is just 37, not terrible, but not at 

all good and certainly misrepresentative of just 

how outstanding Dunkin’ is.  Compare Dunkin’s vital EVA statistics on the left with Sonic’s on the right: 

A Tale of Two Chains 
 

 

 

 

 

 

DNKN has established a much more profitable and valuable business franchise, generated a considerably greater 

growth trend in economic profits, and is projected to continue to grow EVA much more rapidly in years to come.  It wins, 

and by a long shot, in every category.  Yet its 3-year TSR has been considerably lower, 6.6% vs. 14.6%. 

The chart of EVA vs. MVA at left explains why.  Dunkin’ went public 

in July 2011, and by year end, MVA was running at $2.1 billion.  

Observing the strong acceleration in EVA, investors revalued Dunkin’s 

MVA to $4.5-$5 billion over the next two years, fully expecting EVA 

growth would continue unabated.  In fact, EVA paused, and MVA along it 

with it, and while EVA has since reassumed an impressive growth 

trajectory, MVA remained relatively flat having already fully discounted 

the EVA revival, at least up to this point.  3-year TSR, based on the point-

to-point change in MVA denoted by the blue arrows, was thus modest.  
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The key insight is this: TSR has more to do with the timing of 

when the market forecasts that value will be created than with the 

actual creation of value, which is factored into the CPI Score. 

Up Next – in the next installment of CPI Insights, we examine the 50 companies that plot deepest into the 

blue-zone – firms like Dunkin’ Brands that are suffering from gaps between the positive attributes that CPI 

detects and the much lower TSRs they’ve produced in recent years. 

 

Want a fuller explanation of EVA and CPI?  Then tune into a 30 minute video-cast conducted by our CEO, 

Bennett Stewart.  Click here: Using the CPI Corporate Performance Index to Fix TSR Flaws 

 

Want free CPI reports and analyses of EVA vs. MVA on the 20,000 global tickers that we track with daily 

updates?  Visit http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress 

Key Takeaways 

 Monitor EVA and MVA, the generation of economic profits and creation of shareholder 
wealth, as the two most essential performance measures for any company 

 Know your score!  What’s your CPI, how is it trending, and how does it compare to peers? 

 What’s the connection between CPI and 3-year TSR rank? 

o Do the two align?  Does CPI tend to confirm TSR? 

o Or does CPI provide a contrary signal, an indication of financial strength in the face of relative 
TSR weakness, serving as a counterpoint that can refute pay critics or unwanted activist 
overtures? 

o Or does CPI register weakness in the face of an inflated and unsustainable TSR, a red flag that 
can alert the board and top management to impending troubles? 

 Center board discussions and performance benchmarking around the four essential ratio 
metrics that undergird CPI 

o Keep the conversations simple and focused on a succinct and truly balanced scorecard of 
financial excellence 

 CPI suggests – why not tie long-term incentives to the 3-year Trend EVA Momentum? 

o That will fairly surely align pay to TSR while furnishing management with the incentive to use 
EVA in allocating capital and making decisions, and by line of business 

 Company managers should aim to increase EVA, by line of business, as the surest and most 
practical way to make better decisions and create more value 

 

 

https://youtu.be/fMV5R8JRebc
http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress
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Check out testimonial 
videos from senior 

executives using EVA 

Click here for CPI Express 
Licensing Options 

Enter a company name or ticker to access the CPI Snapshot Report 

Free CPI reports on 20,000 global tickers are available at http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress 
 

 

 Enter a company name or ticker to access the CPI Snapshot Report and EVA vs. MVA chart 

http://pub.evadimensions.com/cpiexpress

